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Spacelab May Stay
Extra Day in Space

Scott Caraway

Barbara La Port tries on a pair of earings at the Arts and Crafts Fair at the New Mexico Union.
There are artists and craftsmen from all over New Mexico showing their wares at the annual
fair that ends Saturday.
•

Five Purses Stolen; About $50 Taken
A rash of petty thefts of unattended purses occurred in Marron
and Castetter Halls on the University
of New Mexico campus Thursday.
A total of five purses were rifled
for a total of about $50. In Marron
Hall, two handbags were taken, and
the money in them was removed.
The bags were found later abandoned in a restroom in Marron hall.
Three similar thefts occured in

Castctter Hall. In all the incidents,
only money was taken, and credit
cards and other valuables were left
intact.
Mary Hylarides, UNM campus
police dispatcher, said there had
been only one report of a stolen
purse to the authorities. Purses and
backpacks should not be left unattended and should be left a locked

drawer, she said.
If property is stolen, one should
call the police and describe the property in as much detail as possible.
The amount of money contained in
the items should also de detailed,
. she said.
"We're not getting any suspect
descriptions and that's what we really need," Hylarides added.

dent John Perovich will be presented
with a traditional wreath. A small
reception will follow in the west
wing of Zimmerman library.
Maggie Brandt, vice president of
one of the sponsoring organizations,
Mortar Board, said the campus will
be decorated during the day with
l, 100 luminarias by members of a
number of student organizations.
She said the planning and prepa·
rations for the Hanging of the
Greens started in mid-October. The
student organizations involved
purchased the materials for the luminarias.
"The Hanging of the Greens is an
old tradition at UNM which died out
in the 1970s but was brought back to

Syria Blamed for Attacks
On Jordanian Diplomats
AMMAN, Jordan (UPI) King car neat the British and U.S. embasHussein blames Syria for a series of sies was found loaded with 90
attacks on Jordanian diplomats and .pounds of TNT and two butane
terrorism in Amman that has broken cylinders.
Police with mounted machine
the calm prevailing in Jordan since
the 1970 Black September offensive guns patrol Amman's streets more
frequently now. People are searched
against the Palestinians.
.
•'The security situation has de· and scrutinized during visits to govteriorated. A climate of terror in the ernment offices. Western diplomats
Middle East has spread throughout are taking safety precautions of their
the area and come to downtown Am- own.
"We have .information that Syria
man,'' observedone Western diplo·
wants to destabilize internal security
mat recently.
In the past six weeks, Jordanian in Jordan by recruiting certain eledipJ.omats have been attacked in ments for acts of violence and terrorRome, Athens and New Delhi. One ism," Hussein said in a recent interview i,n ~·Kuwaiti n.ewspaper: . .
was killed.
In Amman, three bombs were disSyrta as angry Wtth Hussem for
covered in parcels. A booby-trapped
continued on.p•ge .1.

Druze Leader Ki lied

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI)- Unidentified gunmen shot to death a top
Druze Moslem religious leader
Thursday and ambushed a French
life by Alpha Phi Omega sorority peacekeeping patrol, killing once
about' five years ago,'' Brandt said. soldier and wounding another.
Some 200 people took part in last · The assassination of the Druze
year's celebrations, according to leader prompted the Lebanese army
Katie Laikin of the Child Care Co- to impose a dusk-to-dawn curfew on
op, another of the campus organiza- Beirut. Fearing a bloodbath in retions participating. Carrolers circu- venge for the assassination of
lated throughout the campus and had Sheikh Halim Takieddine, the army
a chance to meet Univerisity admi- warned that armed men found
nistrators in a less formal environ- violating the 5 p.m. to 5 a.m. curfew
ment than usual, she said.
would be shot on sight.

Celebration Begins Christmas Season
The singing of traditional carols,
the quaffing of wassails (a Christmas punch) and the lighting ofluminarias will help mark the beginning
of the Christmas season as the
annual Hanging of the Greens
celebration at the University of New
Mexico today.
The celebration will start at 6:30
p.m. when carolers will assemble in
front of the north entrance of the
New Mexico Union. Candles and
songbooks will be provided and the
revelers will go caroling through
campus. The celebration is open to
all.
At 8 p.m., the Hanging of the
Greens will take place in front of the
president's house, where the Presi-

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) - Th~ Spacelab astronauts lit the night
sky with electron beam firings Thursday and said they would welcome an
extra day in orbit that project officials were considering giving them.
Flight director Ch~ck Lewis said a decision would be made this weekend
on extending the flight from nine days to 10 to squeeze as much as possible
from the world's most ambitious international space science expedition.
Scientists at mission control were wowed by the display produced by the
firing of streams of electrons into space to learn more about the magnetic
forces and electrically charged gases around Earth. The show, relayed to the
ground by live television, looked like a celestial fireworks display.
'~Wow, that looks stupendous," said one scientist in the control room.
The four research astronauts working in the $1 billion lab in the cargo bay
of the shuttle Columbia were being pushed hard by scientists on the ground
directing dozens of experiments and the fliers' resulting annoyance showed.
''You guys need to recognize there are two people up here trying to get all
your stuff done," Robert Parker told Wubbo Ockels in the science control
center as he and UlfMerbold worked on a couple of tasks during the "red"
shift.
"I think you might be quiet until we got one or the other o.nc of them
done," he barked.
Despite the testiness, Parker, Merbold, Owen Garriott and Byron Lichtenberg were obviously pleased with their mission, and so were the scientists
directing the operation of 72 different experiments.
"l think we're pretty ecstatic about the whole experience up here," said
Lichtenberg. "I think Spacelab has lived up to all its expectations so far."
"The excitement continues and Spacelab is still the best show in town,"
said mission scientist Charles Chappell, reviewing operations of the first
three days of flight.
The four scientist-astronauts participated in a televised ''news conference'' with six reporters at the Johnson Space Center, but a communications
foul up prevented direct reporter-to-astronaut questioning. Pilots John Young
and Brewster Shaw did not take part in the conference.
Garriott, who spent 59 days in orbit aboard the old Sky lab, was asked what
he thought of the opportunity to spend a lOth day in space in the shuttle.
"That sounds like good news to me," he said, .. If we can do that, 1 think
that Will ease things some and I'm sure we could find plenty of things to do .in
an extra day:"

Takieddine was gunned down in
his central west Beirut apartment at
midday by an assassin who fired a
single shot from a pistol equipped
with a silencer.
Prime Minister Chefik Wazzan,
chairing an emergency meeting of
army and security forces, condemned ''this deplorable crime which
indicates that aU values no longer
exist."
Earlier in the day, gunmen staged
an ambush that killed one French
peacekeeper and wounded another
continued on page 7

Franklin To Be in Senate Race
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI)New Mexico Democratic Party
Chairman Nick Franklin announced
Thursday he would seek his party's
nomination for the U.S. Senate seat
now held by Republican Sen. Pete
Domenici.

successful congressional. candidate the United States is playing a
in 1918.
dangerous form of ''brinks·
Franklin, who said he would res- manship;, in the world, he said in
ign from his party position to run for calling for greater efforts to negotielection, said there were two prim- ate with the Soviet Union ''to stabiJary issues in the campaign - the ize and reduce the arms race."
economy and foreign policy.
Franklin, who said he would sub"The Republican administration mit his resignation as party chairman
and our Republican senator in to the state central committee Dec.
Washington (Domenici) tell us that 10, said he did not intend to run a
their policies have turned the eco- token race against Domeniei, who is
nomy around," he said. "I am not generally favored to win reelection.
convinced of that (but) i am con''I alll running because I know the
vinced that the policies of the Re· race can be won,'' he said, citing the
publican administration have not defeat of incumbent Sen. Joseph
been fair to most New Mexicans.
Montoya by Harrison Schmitt in
"These policies benefit the weal- 1976.
thy and the executives of the big .. Franklin, whowasbominHobbs,
multi-national corporations. I want is a 1965 graduate of New Mexico
to be a senator who once again puts State University and 1968 graduate
the interests of the homeowner; the of the George Washington Universiwage earner, the retired person, the ty law school. He presently practices
Nick Franklin
young student and the small busi- law in Albuquerque.
He is making his first attempt at
ness owner first.''
Franklin, 40, is the third DemoIn foreign affairs, Franklin said, elective office, but has served in
crat to enter the race. The others are the nation needs a policy "that talks state government as secretary of
Rep. Judy Pratt, D-Aibuquerque, more about a nonsaber-rattling type Energy and Minerals Department
and been on a variety of state comand Anselmo Chavez, an unsuccess- of diplomacy."
, .(ul ~~p(tte.<:Mdjchtt~Jt:J J912.and,un·.••. Re~entev.e,nts appea(t(J.sbow.that missioqs !itt~ .ta~~ [Q~C~~... .. • .
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New Mexicans May Face
Higher Taxes and Prices

(~_]

SANTA FE- New Mexicans would ha~e higher pe~on~l i_ncome taxes
and pay more for movie tickets, gasohne, CJg~rettes, dnvers hcenses, cars
and other items if a tax increas~>package deta~led Thursday by Gov. Toney
Anaya is passed unchanged by the I~84 Legislature.
.
Under the $257 million proposal, mcome and sales taxes would be Increased, gross receipts taxes would be levied against almost all_items that
now are exempt and various tax shelters and rebates would be chmmated
Some $26 million would be raised through increasing personal income
taxes 15 percent, taking the tax back to 1980 levels. The 1983 Legislature
increased personal income taxes 30 percent, or 60 percent of the rate that
existed before the "Big-Mac" tax cut of 1980. .
.
Vicky Fisher, head of the Department ofTaxat1on and Revenue, said the
increase in income taxes would have little effect on the average tax payer
because New Mexico's taxes already are low.
Anaya said none of the items in the. package would make much of a
difference in how much the average restdent pays.
"This package in terms of the individual tax payer will result in a very
nominal increase," he said,
Tax payers in the highe~ t:;x b~ackets wo~ld be hit harder b)' the pack~~e,
Fisher said, through the chmmat1on ofJ?edJcal and food rebates for fam1hes
camino more than 520,000 and assesstng taxes on tax shelters.
Anaya said another aspect ofh is plan - to equalize >ales taxes throughout
the state to 4. 75 percent and increase the state's share of sales taxes from 3. 75
percent of the value of the _good to 3.87_ of the_ value- would have the
greatest impact on those makmg purchases m non-mcorporated areas because
most already charge 4. 75 percent. ,
.
.
He said cities that Jose part ofthe1r revenues by havmg to g1ve more to the
state will be compensated by being allowed to increase their property taxes.
Fisher said the state now sets the ceiling for city property taxes at S3 for
each $1,000 of property value. The tax package would lift that celling to S9.
Other changes being proposed by Anaya include:
raising the cigarette tax from 12 cents a pack to 18 cents a pack- a
proposal that was defeated in the 1983 legislative session: .
raising the gasoline tax from II cents a gallon to 13 cents m 1984 and 15
cents in 1985;
raising two taxes that :tffect the trucking industry by 20 percent and 25
percent;
raising the tax rate on insurance payments from 2.5 percent to 4.75
percent:
raising vehicle sales tax from 2 percent to 4. 75 percc~t;
.
.
assessing a 4. 75 percent sales taX on currently untaxed Jtem;. mcludmg
newspapers . racetrack concessions, books, concessions and tickets sold by a
college, horse trainer earnings, video casettes and theatrical films, aircraft
and off-highway vehicles like snowmobiles, tra,•el agents' commissions ~md
agricultural products sold directly to the consumer by the farm.
Anaya said he expects opponents to object most to how the state >pends the

*
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Traditional & Southwest designs
English & Spanish Greetings
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money.

The ASL~~I Popular Entertainment Committee

presents

the Seeond Annual
ASIWM/GSA
Child Care Co-op

Christmas
Party
Today: 11:30-1:30
Second Floor Student Union Building
Treat Your Child To A Free Vi§it
With Santa Clan§

Everyone Weleomel
Refreshments!
Small Presents and Christmas Stockings for the Kids!
)Ir. Note saYs: ")Iem· Christmas, Good Luck on Finals!"
Please Attend Our Finai Xoontirne Performance of the Season.

He said the package is not complete and will be modified as he receives
more input.
The package is designed to eliminate the possibility of needing tax increases in the future to cover rising state expenses, he said. He said state
spending should increase some S200 million next year to Sl.4 billion.
But Anaya did not rule out the possibility of future tax increases.
"l wish 1 could make that promise," he said . "I will do my level
best ... but I wish I had a crystal ball."

New Flights for Airways of N.M.
ALAMOGORDO - Alamogordo-based air carrier Airways of New
Mexico has initiated flights to two
more cities, a move that company
officials say doubled the carrier's
site.

Airways President Wayne Nelson
said expansion into the Roswell and
Tucson. Ariz., markets necessitated
the hiring of ciglit more groundsupport workers and seven more
pilots.

ourse
Dutch Spring
Amsterdam by the Stem
Freeshia, TUlips, Daffodils,
Lilies, Liatras, and Mercedes Roses.
From 95~ to $2.25 stem
Poinsettas
$5.99 to $9.99
Roses
$8.99 doz.
Carnations

University Hospital Statistics
Show Financial Improvement
By Do.ma .Jont,ls

hospital, no one in need of.treatment

Although September was .not a
good mon.th financially for the University of New Mexico Hospital,
statistics for October show the hospit;tl on firmer ground, reports released at the hospital's board of trustees meeting Wednesday revealed.
With good months and bad
months averaged together, the hospital is showing about $50,000 a
month in positive. income for the
1984 fiscal year, administrator William Johnson Jr. said.
An outside audit for fiscal year
1983 presented by Ken Krueger of
Deloitte, Haskins, and Sells, a local
accounting firm, showed that
UNMH has made considerable
financial progress over the .last five
years.
In 1978 the hospital had revenues
of $39,000 compared with some $5
million in 1983, he said.
However, projections for the fiscal year 1985, which begins in July,
have management worried. "Overall the trend in patient census is
soft,'' Johnson said, A patient census is routinely conducted by the
hospital to detem1ine whether the
number of patients undergoing treatment is changing over a given timespan so the institution can make income projections.
According to the audit report, the
hospital is unable to collect 41 percent of what it is able to bill. Since
the hospital began operations this
amounts to $14.8 million.
The problem is that patients who
have no insurance, are not eligible
for Medicaid or fall outside the income boundaries of indigent patients are often unable to pay their
bills. Because UNMH is a public

is turned away. "How c:m you collect from a person when he has a $50,000 hospital
bill and makes about $450 a
month?" explained James Walker,
UNMH business and financial
director.
In part, the administratol'll' worries stem from state efforts to deregulate hospitals and changes in payment procedures.
Johnson said. a governor's task
force had deteonined that the certificate of need law should not be revived. The law, which provides that
new hospital construction be restricted to areas with a need for their
services, expired in June. Although
the hospital will continue to investigate methods to control the number
of hospitals that are allowed to open,
Johnson said he believes no more
will open in Albuquerque because nf
market conditions,
Starting in July, Medicare will
gradually change from paying
according to hospital charges to
paying a set amount determined by
the patient's diagnosis.
Private insurance companies con"
cemed that hospitals could pass the
loss suffered from the new Medicare
system to them have begun revising
their method of payment as well.
On Nov. 22, Blue Cross-Blue
Shield infonned .the hospital administrators that in February they will
begin a pay system similar to the
Medicare plan, although more modcrate. "It means less money,'' johnson said.
Control of expenses has been a
factor in the hospital's recent financial stablity, Johnson said.
Current changes in nursing staff
practiCes are helping, and measures
to be implemented in patient ser-

vices provided by agents outside the
hospital will also help control ex"
penses,
Staggering vacations, a hiring
·freeze, leaves without pay and
cross-training personnel to work in
areas of greatest need has s.aved
money, so that management has not
had to resort to cutting hours as some
other area hospitals have, Johnson
said.
He added that the hospital would
no longer automatically use University services, such as laboratory
tests, ttiat cannot be performed at
UNMH;s labs without first confinning that the same quality work. could
be contracted elsewhere for Jess.
The next board meeting will be ·
Jan. 18.

Department of Home Eco~omics
Announces
Spring OffeJ:Oings of Interest for Everyone
H. Eo. 102 Infant Growth and ])evelopment
H. Ec. lGO Clothing Construction
H. Eo, 218 Marriage & )>erso.nal Development
H. Eo. 244 Consumer Decisions
H. Eo, 318 Adolescent Development in the Family
H. Eo. 341 The House and Its Environment
H. Eo. 493g T/Computers in the Home
H. Eo. 493g T/Nutrltlon in the Life Cycle
H. Eo. 493g T!Family and Public Polley
H. Eo. 515 :Parent Education
See Pa e 53 of Spring Schedule of Olaeses

PIZZA IS OUR SPECIAL
free Delivery

TONY'S PIZZERIA&. .DELl
2901 Monte VIsta N.E.
(Girard &. Central at the Triangle)

~~~IS

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Pizza (with Tony's special touch)
Burrito Calzone
Subs Steak Sandwich

Italian

Beat The
hristmas Rus

Medical School Seeks Volunteers
To Study Anti-Depressant Drug
By Donna Jones
Women between the ages of 20
and 40 arc needed for a University of
New Mexico School of Medicine
study ofa drug's effects on anxiety
and depression.
Study director Dr. Maire Buckman said, "A woman might consider herselffor this study if anxiety and
depression are affecting her ability
to cope with school work or life in
general."
Women are requested because of
the expected actions of the drug to be
tested, Parlodel, she said.

Participants, should be ofaverage
weight and height, have regular
menstrual cycles and not be ill. They
must not be taking any drugs - no
vitamins, diet supplements or birth
control pills.
Volunteers will be screened to detennine if they meet the requirements for the study. If selected, they
Will be scheduled for seven 30minule appointments at the UNM
clinical research center over the four
months.
For more details call Maxine
Payne at 277-4064.

·265-2266

at the

general store
111 Harvard SE
(Across from UNM)
8117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd. West
(Santa Fe)

The Annual ASUNM
Arts and Crafts Fair
December 1, 2 and I
in the Student Union Ballroom
1 O:OOam • 8:00pm
120 Artists & Craftspersons
featuring
Jewelry
Batiks
Silk screen
Manuscripts
Textiles
Porcelain Wares

Wooden toys
Stained glass
Toys
Scrimshaw
Water colors
lots of etc.

•

•

~~*

·*.

Live Entertainment
All Three Days
Free Admission!!
Come and join the Fun
Complete your
Christmas shopping list
with us.
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Forum
--~Editorial--

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

...--------, r-----..::....,

Squeal Law Punitive
Another battle has been won against the invasion of government
into matters of individual self-determination,
The .Jwstice Department has dropped its fight to force federally
funded family planning agencies tc notify parents of female minors
receiving contraceptives. This law, like those that would allow a
moment of silence in Ollr schools, would have been an encroachment
of state into the sphere of church.
Part of the definition of a state is the concept of Internal sovereignty, in which the citizens give up their individual powers of coercion in
return for the state's protection, But the exchange of personal freedoms for governmental guardianship goes too far in the case of the
Health and Human Services Department's "squeal law." At some
point, such laws cross the boundaries of protection and become
punitive, moral judgements.
It does not protect a young woman who has decided to become
sexually active to intimidate her by invading the privacy of that decision and impeding her attempt to protect herself from an unwanted
pregnancy. It is merely imposing one person's moral or religious
code on another individual, robbing her of her right to decide what is
right or wrong in a matter that concerns no one else's welfare but her
own- and that of the child she might one day be forced to have
because she was not allowed reasonable access to birth control.
Let us hope the HHS has learned the parameters afits authority and
limits itself to decisions of physical, not spiritual, health.
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--Letters.-Lack of Sponsors' J.D. Unethical
In Controversial Advertisement
Editor:
The paid advertisement appearing on page five of the Nov. 21 New
Mexico Daily Lobo does not identify who or what organization paid
for the full-page spread. This is probably illegal and certainly unethical. A telephone call to your advertising manager elicited the information that the $260 cost was paid by the Maranatha Christian Student
group which identifies (its purpose) as " •. , to see UNM students
come to the knowledge of Jesus Christ and become trained as leaders
of the community."
Since the sponsoring organization for this ad was not identified, it
makes it impossible to discuss with them the issue raised- opposition to the weapons freeze- or to provide them with concurring or
opposing materials.
Thea R. Crevenna
Deputy Director
Latin American Institute

Medium Negates Message
Editor:
Upon returning to campus after the Thanksgiving break, I was
dismayed and angered to find that the south entrance doors to Woodward Hall were festooned with a red spray-painted slogan against
nuclear armaments.
While I support the rights of groups to express their concerns and
opinions, and am in sympathy with the cause to stop the proliferation
of nuclear arms, I find the graffiti-like display offensive and in·
appropriate.
The negative reaction and poor public. relations created by such
misguided effortfar outweighs any potential for mustering support to
its cause. Certainly there are more appropriate forums availabl.e both
at UNM and in the community for furthering a cause than the blatant
defacing of public property.
Dr. Donald M. Boehnker
Director Instructional Media Services

----Commentary---Peacekeeping Question of Statecraft
The strangest feature of The
Day After was, the murky treat·
ment of the origins of the nuclear
catastrophe it so vividly depicts.
ABC seems to believe that it
would be bad form to apportion
blame for the "arms race" or the
tensions that propel it. "We did
not want to say which side was
responsible," the film's director,
Nicholas Meyer, has explained.
Dramatically convienent as
that may be, it deprives this
would-be parable of serious in·
structive value. We heard random, episodic clues, with Berlin
the focus of initial tension. But
justwhatthe trouble was, or how
some minor provocation escalated to all-out nuclear war, we
never learn. It reminded me of
Franz Kafka's story, "The Trial,"
in which a victim of faceless
persecutors never learns why
he's being persecuted.
I dwell on this glaring flaw in
The Day After because it underscores the vital point Henry Kissinger made on an ABC discussion after the film. "The Day After,". Kissinger complained, is
simply irrelev;mt to the task of
nuclear peacekeeping, which is
not severable from the political
and historical setting.
In its political murkiness, The
Day After plays to the mindless
view that weapons, especially
weapons in certain numbers,

promote conflict, rather than
vice versa.
Also, by severing this catastrophe from clear causes, The
Day After satisfies the parochial
prejudice that the world's troubles are too obscure, and maybe
too frivolous, to merit our attention. Woodrow Wilson gave the
classic statement of that attitude
in 1916, the year before we got
into World War I, when he said:
"The obscure foundations from
which its stupendous flood has
burst forth we are not interested
to search for or explore."

but by the discussion that ensued from it.
On ABC's own sequel, it soon
emerged that such gurus of the
nuclear freeze movement as Dr.
Carl Sagan, the nation's foremost celluloid scientist, had little
to contribute but .undifferentiated anxieties and bromides.
Those Who have faced the nuclear dilemma in office- Dr. Kissinger, Brent Scowcroft and
Robert McNamara- know that
preventing nuclear war, like any
other, is a problem in statecraft,
not likely to yield to unfocused
indignation.
The Kissingers, Scowcrofts
and McNamaras, having coped
With the problem for 30 years,
know that every obvious question, and many which are less
than obvious, have been endlessly discussed; and yetthatthe
upshot is a world of 20,000 nuclear warheads.
The world's safety will never
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.
be absolute, even if by some
miracle nuclear weapons were
banished. You can argue, in fact,
I hear someone protestin11 thatfor40 years the curse of nucthat, after all, the war, not its lear weapons has incidentally
causes, was the point. But in the prevented as much devastation
real world the issue is not as those weapons could accomwhether you favor nuclear war, plish. After all, the major "con·
but how you avoid it. And on that ventional" war these frightful
score, at least, I came away from arms may have spared us would
doomsday evening on ABC a bit probably put a tidy end to civi·
encouraged- not by the film, lization as we know it.
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Building Uses Unique System

Final Exam
Care Package

By C.D. Brunt

There are 128,000 gallons of water in the basement of the University
of New Mexico's Mechanical Engineering building. That water, contained in eight concrete tanks, is
used to heat and cool the building.
Three of those eight tanks are
being used in a research project
\Ioder the direction of Professor
Maurice "Bud" Wildin. The
$355,000 project, funded by the
Palo Alto, Calif., based Electric
Power Research Institute, is aimed
at reducing utility costs for largescale energy users.
Electric companies arc required
by law to build generating plants
which will cover short periods of
peak demand. Because of this requirement, plant generating capacity must far exceed average daily
usage. The million~ of dollars required to build, finance and maintain the extra equipment raises the
cost of electricity to all consumers.
Wildin is working to obtain the
most efficient method of using holding tanks to store water until it can be
heated or cooled at night, when elec-

send one to someone special
cost $3.00
order today
Baptist Student Union !143-5401

Free Photo with Santa
Friday, December 9, 1-5 pm
As an expression of the Holiday Spirit, UNM
Photo/Cine Service will again give you an 8 x 10
black and white double weight mat print of
your photo with Santa. No charge. No strings.
No appointment necessary. Happy Holidays!
ON CAMPUS

Photo Suppll••
Photo Flnlehlng
Dlacount Price•

UNM Photo
. Cine Service
9-4:30 ·1820 Leo Lomas NE • 2n-s743
---~~!!!l)i;.....,,..,.....,...,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!i!!!!!i!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!.:_,_
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By Debbie Figge
Planning is now underway to form a distributive undergraduate minor in
Quaternary Studies, encompassing the UniversityofNew Mexico's geology,
anthropology, and biology dcpl\ltments.
The Quaternary Studies program deals withthe processes and problems in
the Quaternary period- the geologic period just prior to historical records.
It is especially concerned with bridging the gap between modern processes
and those preserved in the geologic record.
While the proposition has already been passed by Dean Chris Garcia and
the Arts and Sciences College Curriculum Committee, it still needs the
approval of the Arts and Sciences faculty and the Faculty Senate.
The minor will require 30- 36 hours in courses listed in the "Quaternary
Studies pool,'' drawing from the anthropology, biology, chemistry, geology, and math departments. No more than 18 hours may be taken in any one
depa~ment, and courses from the student's major field may not be applied to
the mmor.
Oth~r courses J?~Y .be approved upon p~tition to the interdepartmental
committee, and th1s 1s m fact encouraged, sa1d Professor Roger Anderson of
the geology department.
Through a grant from the UNM Foundation, the geology department has
been able to set up an extensive Quaternary Research laboratory which will
be used in the program.
'
Career possibilities include mining, working with petroleum, siting reac·
tors, coal development, and other related areas of govemmmcnt work.
"Each of these requires an understanding of the fields included in the
Quaternary Studies pool," Anderson said.
"This program draws together an area where people have common interests, and allows them more flexibility in organizing their programs," he
added.
Anderson projected that this program would most likely he in effect next
fall.

Red Rabouin from Beseler will be present to
demonstrate equipment & answer all your questions
DEMO SALE
on
Enlargers!

~~g~

45MCRXII
Anal~ersl

~

e.l'\.\e.
-,P

PM2C
PM1A

Analite 400

Timers!

Audible 1Repeatable
Enlarging Timers

Color

printing .______
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Make Color Prints
in 2 Easy steps
Only s299 9 s

never
been so

easy!

is being used by the Public Service
Company's oowntown hcadqumers
in Albuquerque. The membrane
method, invented by a Toronto engineer, Q!IS been patented,
The second method reduces swirling by using a series of distributing
nozzles to buffer entering and depl\ltingwater, minimizing their mixture. This system, invented in Vancouver, has been installed in a 1.5
million-gallon tank in that Canadian
city.
The third method, invented by
Wildin, uses a four-inch perforated
pipe inside a six-inch slotted pipe
through which water is diffused.
With this method, water can be returned or withdrawn with minimal
mixing. As with the second method,
the thermocline is maintained without an expensive separating membrane,
The entire system is linked to the
solar collectors on top of the building, which help hea.t the water during winter. The Mechanical Engineering building is one of the few
campus facilities to have its own
heating and cooling system.
"We require only 3 percent to 12
percent of our heating from the University's system. That happens
when there is not enough sunshine
and we deplete our storage of heated
water," Wildin said.
Wildin's project began in July,
1982 and is funded through December of this year.
He said, "Weare in the process of
developing an interim report on this
study and will deliver a formal report to the Electric Power Research
Institute sometime next year."

Planned ·Minor To Focus
On Geologic Time Span

saturday, December 3
9 to 5:30

Open 9:00 AM-5:30 PM

tric qcmand drops and utility rates
are less expensive.
•"Storage is just one way to reduce
utility costs, through electric load
management," said Wildi11.
''We're looking for the most effective method of storage."
When the Mechanical Engineering building requires cooling, cool
water is pumped from the bottom of
a tank and circulated through a heat
exchanger. Air is cooled as it is
blown through the exchanger, then
circulated throughout the. building.
The water is then rerurned to the top
of the same tank, some 20 degrees
warmer than when it left. It remains
warm until night, when it is recooled
by refrigerators at the cheaper electric rate. The process is reversed
when heating is required.
The trick, as Wildin explained, is
finding the best method to store both
warm and cool water in the same
tank while keeping the supply water
at a constant temperature. Careful
introduction of water, said Wildin,
will establish a natural thermocline -the warm water "floating"
above the cooler water.
In order to maintain the thernlOcline within the storage tanks, the
water returning to the tank must not
mix with the supply water. Wildin is
testing three methods of maintaining
the thermocline while circulating
water through the tanks.
The first method being tested employs a flexible, waterproof membrane which physically separates the
warm and cool waters. The membrane remains between the cooler
bottom water and the warmer water
above it. This method, said Wildin,

Printmaker 35 Enlarger
and Color Printing
Starter Kit
Only S1899s
for Christmas
Enlarger & Lens S1199s

Leader K i l l e d - - - - - - continued from page 1
backing Palestine Liberation Organization chief Yasser Arafat in the
Palestinian factional fighting.
Damascus backs and militarily
assists the rebels, who have cornered Arafat in Tripoli.
In addition, Syria apparently
wants to stem Jordan's staunch support for Syria's arch-enemy, Iraq, in
its 37-month-old war with Iran.
One Jordanian official said he believes Syria is seeking to ''impose a
hegemony over Jordan's political

decisions" simil.ar to the way it is
trying to impose control over the
PLO and Lebanon,
But the Jordanian official said the
plan was notlikely to have an effect
on Hussein.
He predicted that if Arafat ''floats
and manages not to sink in Tripoli,
he will come to Jordan and negotiate" with Hussein along the lines of
President Reagan's Middle East
peace plan announced in September
1982.

Attacks------continued from page 1
in what may have been a reprisal for
last month's French air strikes
against pro-Iranian Shiite targets in
east Lebanon.
''They shot to kill,'' a Fre.nch
spokesman said after the attack near
the southern Beirut neighborhoods
held by Shiite rebels. "There was no
warning,"
The new outbreak of violence
came as President Amin Gemayel
met with President Reagan at the
W)lite House to discuss efforts .to get
Israel, Syrian and Palestinians
forces out of Lebanon,
Druzc artillery, meanwhile, kept
Beirui's international airport closed
for a second straight day because of
what the Druze said was Lebanese
army and Christian militia shelling
of their only road link to Beirut.
Butforthe first time in three days,
the mountains did not echo with the
sound of millery battles.
Schools in Christian east Beirut
remained closed, however, and the
Druze rebels repeated their warning
for civilians to keep clear of military

Professorships
In Japanese U.
Available 1985
Kansai University of Foreign Studies in Hirakata, Japan will offer
two visiting professorships to the
University of New Mexico scholars
desiring to do research in Japan for
one or two semesters beginning in
the fall of 1985.
The purpose of the program is to
further the research goals and
broaden the teaching perspectives of
faculty members interested in Japan
and Asian culture. Visiting professors will teach one course during a
semester of residence. Each course
consists of two SO-minute meetings
a week for a period of 15 weeks.
Interested teachers should have a
background in thesocial sciences or
the humanities. The courses will be
taught in English, as most of the
students will be from the Unite<!
States. The professorship will include housing and utility expenses
for his or her family in return for
teaching one course a semester.
Complete information about application procedures is available at
the Office of International Programs, 1717 Roma Ave. N.E.

installations.
Official Beirut radio said Takieddine, 54, head of Druzc religious
courts and second highest religious
official in the secretive Moslem
sect, died instantly from a 7-mm
bullet in the head.
As word of the Takieddine killing
swept through the capital, despite
slow reporting by the nervous official radio station, the government
moved to prevent an eruption of revenge killings.
"The army command announces
the inauguration of a curfew today,
Thursday, starting at 5 p.m. and
lasting until 5 a.m. in the greater
Beirut region,'' the official radio
said three hours after the killing.
With reports circulating of cars
carrying armed men driving in the
area, the army warned it. would
atrest any violator of the curfew and
would "open fire on anyone carrying arms, without warning."
The steel shutters of shops slammed shut early and workers rushing
to get home created massive traffic
jams, with policemen standing beside checkpoints waving at motorists to speed up.
By 30 minutes afterthe start of the
curfew, the center of predominantly
Moslem west Beirut near the site of
the crime was nearly a ghost town.
Lebanese remember that the 1977
assassinaton of Druze leader Kamal
Jumblatt was followed by the maSsacre of hundreds of Christians,
although the killing was believed the
work of Syrian agents.

Ulllve11U,- Art Mu~eum Will host lin opening
reception from 6 to 8 p.m. for the e.ddbitlon 11 The
Self As Subjetti Visua1 Diarle! by 14
Photographers." More tnfonnaUon is available· at
277-4001.

CENTRAL

UNM Art Mliseum wUI Present- a talk by NICk
AbdS.Ua fil conjunction with hi's i:utrent exhibition at
the museum at 2 p.m. Mort Information ls available
at277-4001.

UNM

BESELE~

0

2929 Monte Vista NE
Albuquerque, New MexiCo
(505) 265·3562

UNM Circle_ k_ Club wiil present a: ·_talk by Og
Mandlno at 7:30p.m. Dec. 91n the Kiva Auditorium.
Tickets are S_S_ and Will be sold from 9· a.Tn, to 3 p.m,
today In the NM Union.

UNM Obse"•to,Y will' bi: OPf'ii_Vrlda}ls fr<lm ?to 9
p.m. tr the weather b clear, Admission Is free.
Chlldtcn _must be accompitnled by ·an adutt. Mote
information Is avai1ob1e at 277-4335,

UNM Cbeu Club_ wilt' meet at 6 p.m. MDndays and
FridaY! in NM Onion, _Room 23(-B, More ln._
rortnatlon is ilvbllabtc at 242·6624.
•

•

•"

•' •

~ •
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I~ •
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o
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Na~odcs Anonyrilou wiil hoid its ·~we Care"
group meeting at l!l p.m. Fridays at l:o-velaWDataan
Hospital, back dining room, $40odlbson S.a. open
to the public.

Akobolfu AilonJmous will bOld a open intetlng
tOt women a! noon Pridays at the Women's ·center.
More Information l$ avaltabte by c.a1Ung NantY I'll
255-8812.

This Weekend's Events

!I

New Mnlt'O LacrOUf- Cub will meet at 9 a.m.
Saturd11.y5 1111d Sundays a1 the southeast cornet or
Johnson Fldd.I!YetYoneis Welcome.

: German

Man.ntth• Chrlsil•n Center Will hold ·services In

the Ahimnt Chapel at to-n.m, every Sunday rnornlng.
More lnfotrrtnllon 15 avalhible at%41•9999.

_The UNM- Folk D111Ctn will_ give lnier_no.Uonal talk

dandng classes af ~:30 p.tn. Slil1da)'il at 823 Buena
VIsta S.E.. More infOrmaUon hr available at l93·t490.

~

and

"

french

:
Dally
!lpedal
'3.50

UD.EN1rS $4.00 NON-STUDENTS .jlu.,,u
6:30 pm UNTIL COMPLETION
.
. - DEADLINE

,

Gulttr Pll)'tn will llQid a p_iliu workshop at l
p.111. f'rldays ln the Alvarildo Hall recreation· toom
for 8uitarlsu who want to trade tedmlquts and
music, More Information is avait!biC at 271•! I 89.

Friday's Events

DECEMBER 2nd
8 BALL & TABLE TENNIS
Men's & WolDen's Singles
CASH PRIZES

94 Rock plays four songs everytime -without talk!
Usten every weekday morning to win $94 every weekday afternoon!

Ai1 Department will prCseril Bcl:sy Dilmon, visual
.at 2. p.m. ln the Albuquerque
Public Library downtown~ A Sj donation ls
requested. Mote {n(ormatlon is available at217-5861,

Paper, Chemicals, small Accessories

TOURN~ME:NT

FOUR PLAY

an~st ilnd performer,

ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES 25% OFF!

That plan calls for Palestin.ian
self-government on the Israelicontrolled West Bank, which would
be linked to Jordan .
Negotiations between Arafat and
Hussein broke down last spring over
the plan, which would require Jordan to represent the Palestinians in
Middle East peace negotiations.
Israel has rejected Reagan's proposal.
A Western diplomat pointed out
that ''the r!ldical Palestinians tied
with Syria and opposed to Arafat
provide both a motive and a mechanism for terrorism" against Jordan.
The radicals vehemently oppose the
Reagan plan.
Hussein expelled the· PLO from
Jordan in September 1970 after the
guerrilla group hijacked three commercial airliners. The country has
been relatively calm since that conflict, dubbed "Black September"
by the Palestinians,
In 1982, Arafat' s forces were
again driven from their stronghold in
southern Lebanon by the Israelis and
now they face expulsion from Tripoli in northern Lebanon by the Syrian.
backed rebels.

Food

toriler of

Central•
BHn•VIst•

•
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Times Change

Corrales Roots Traced
From Dawn of Pueblo
To Modern City Escape

Graduate
To Responsibility
After you graduate, get the kind of responsibility you deserve.
_.
Get im_mediale decis~un-making ; ....--.... )
_ .
('
'
authonty together with the
(
'i('J,I
r:...~~'
~f[·
kind of technical tniining and
) :
R~c
iY ~
management experience that _.- ,·<".:;_,J
r·· -~' 1 //
adds up to a successful career.
. ·\
/(
.. { \ . ',"
I.
/~ -'' r
1
Choice management open.'
·
~'
~)
ings are waiting for you in
. . ··
\-;,\'0¥,; '%;\.. ljf ~/ (
electronics, engineering,
l ~~
\· ·-...,
>1~;/J _c:,- _ct:~ - _:__ •
inventory control, purchas,
,. /
ing, personnel administration,
' ·-~
/ '
systems analysis, and similar fields.
· / \'
/

/!r;

J£

1 _

!'
j/

.<.(\ ·'0 __

The benefits you get are outstanding: 30 days' paid ~acatf~n earned
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance and tax-free
allowances.
The requirements are simple: you must have a BS/BA, be no more
than 34 years of age, pass aptitude and physical examinations, qualify
for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.

If you're interested in gaining managerial responsibility fast, call the
Naval Management Programs Office:

766-3895

....____Get Responsibility Fast.______..

Although the river was the source
Life in Corrales has changed a lot
of life, it was also a sourc.e of desover the years, It began as an Indian
pueblo and has ~valved into _one ?f truction. Flooding occurred every
few years. and at times the river
the fastest growmg commumt1cs m
would change course completely,
the Albuquerque area,
Alameda, which is east of the river,
Not much is really known about
used to be next to Corrales. In
the pueblo that was in this area when
the Spanish arrived in 1540. It was another flood, the original church
one of the 12 Indian villages that and plaza built oy the Gonzalez
made up the Tiguex Province that family was washed away. The prewas along the Rio Grande in the sent Old San Ysidro Church was
1300s. The Indians grew most of built to replace it in about I 865. Matheir food along the fertile river jor floods occurred in the 1850s,
1874, 1904, and the 1970s- resibanks and hunted in the nearby
mountains. Ruins and artifacts of dents have learned to respect the
these early residents have been river.
found in Corrales.
.
During the 1600s the area was
characterized by the presence of
large Spanish haciendas. The river
had much more water and was not
By Rod Martinez
dammed, taking up most of the
valley.
Spanish settlers were driven from
Eventually, people began to plant
the area during the Pueblo Revolt of
apple
orchards. which are now
1680, but returned with the Reconfamous
throughout New Mexico.
quest in 1692. One of the soldiers
with conquistador Don Diego de Fruit and vegetables were sold in
Vargas, Corporal Francisco Montes Albuquerque and Berna!illo; CorVigil, was given a private land grant rales eventually became a popular
for his services to the Spanish family recreation area.
For about 60 years, starting in
crown.
1900,
the town was known as SanHowever, Montes Vigil could not
doval.
This was the result of the
develop the land as called for by the
wealthy
Sandoval family who lived
terms oft he grant, so it was passed to
in
the
area.
Later the county was
the Juan Gonzalez family, which ran
named
for
the
same family. Resia hacienda in Bernalillo. They soon
established a community, which be- dents of Corrales voted to change it
came known as Los Corrales ("The back to the original name in 1960.
The viilage remained small, quiet
Corrals"), a waystation for travelers
and
isolated for many years. Recent·
with livestock.
ly
it
has been discovered by those
Residents farmed and raised cattle
who
want
to get away from city life.
and sheep. They were a selfToday,
close
to 6,000 people call
sufficient community some eight
continued on page 9
miles from Bernalillo.

Corrales

......

Detour

Rod Martinez

......

continued from page 8
Corrales home and life continues to
change with the area. n is a place
where the most modern looking
house can sit comfortably next to an
old adobe home,

c

Transportation
Solar Energy
Computers
ENGR-N 340 Personal Computers
TT 7:00- B:15 P.M. EE201
Instructor; Steve Baca
(CaU No. 03574)
~NGR·N

350 Tr!llnsportatloh & Society
MWF 10:00 • 10:50 A.M, ME 210
lnstrue1or· Jerome 1-lall
(Call No. 03575)

Old church at San Ysidro
Corrales is only about 10 miles
from Albuquerque, on the west side
of the river. To get there, one can
take North Coors Road, which is
also New Mexico Highway 448. It's
a beautiful ride at any time of the
·
year.
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ENGR·N 385 Solar Energy Use
TT 2:00 • 3:15 P.M. ME300
Instructor: G. Bell
(CaU No. 05371)
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COllE~E OF ENGINEERING wll! bo offering these teluvant topiCS to NON-ENGINEERING majors lhls Spring,
M.nuTlal mathcmal1es IS rQqUired. All courses are lor 3 credit hours and graduate credit IS allowed except lor enginoet11'19
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Ride the New Wave
This Monday Night
at

Graham Central
Station
with
MTV Artists

On November 16, 1983 on~ thousand skiers filled Popejoy Hall to see the area premiere of "Ski Time." Due to
this response, "Ski Time" will be once again shown.
Date: Dec. 2, 1983
Time: 6:30 and 9:00 PM
Location: Woodward Hall
Tickets: $5.00 Available at University Student Box Office
and Mountain Sports
Sponsored by UNM Chaparral Drill Team and

Phone Home

LORDS OF THE
NEW CHURCH
and

The Flaming Oh's
. Monday, Dec. s

Special Guests: The Breakers
Free Tlcke~~at Budget Tapes, Record Bar and the Station

•
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. .. · '
- ·:-

:·

'·
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QN~ WecekiON~'Y
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

STAft'tS tON!QHt

Arts

Arts

BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM

Book Fair Celebrates Reading
Magic, juggling, puppets, minstrels, children'sbook
authors, a caricature artist and thousands of children's
books will all be part of the Fifth Annual Friends of the
University of New Mexico Libraries Benefit Children's
Book Fair from noon to 4 p.m. Saturday at the University of New Mexico Bookstore.
A 1WEN'JJETII <.»mJf!Y 1'0>\ fNI"ERN~_nOtW. o,ASS~ ~.1-;.A.Sf.
Cl'l!l.l TWamt:'TU mln'R'l'·fOX

Daily: 7:15, 9:00
Sa1/Sun Ma1s: 2:00,3:45, 5:30

"This is intended to be kind of a celebration of
children's reading to emphasize that reading is fun. lt' s
also a way to emphasize that the UNM Bookstore and
libraries are community resources . . , to express the
fact that this bookstore and the libraries .are for everyone, not just the UNM community," said Patricia A.
Nelson, the bookstore's trade book buyer.
Proceeds from the fair will be used by the Friends of
the UNM Libraries to support new purchases and services at the libraries.

Nelson said a wide selection of books will be available, including bilingual, Native American, Hispanic,
pre-school, classics, fairy tales, books for teenagers and
others.
Also featured will be novelty-type books that float,
"touch-and-feel" books with special bindings, "pop·
up" books with pull tabs, "mix-and-match" storybooks and other books designed to develop motor skills.
Calendars, stuffed animals, hand p\lppets, book plates
and book marks also will be solei.
Several local entertainers will participate in the fair,
Nelson said. Also, children's book authors Paul
Fleischman, Jeanne Whitehouse, Lois Duncan, Danita
Ross Haller aild Jack Prelutsky will be available to
autograph books.
Admission to the fair is free and free parking will be
available on all UNM Jots.

"Ill .WOITICI...U INJ'OIIl>IAT10N "-'0 U.'it:IIVATION!o
(All "''NOtA....: rot '1lS mu. f11EE

1-800-321-5911

CROSS
COUNTRY
Talents Combined for Festival SKI PACKAGES

Jly Dave Gal

wus in a graduate string quartet I
The Festival concludes on Dec,
WAXABLE
<'<>ached," said Rejto. "That's 10 with the NMSO performance of
NO-WAX
Quality performances will where he met his wife Martha. She
PACKAGE
the Beethoven Violin Concerto with
PACKAGE
abound tliis ·week with the New was a violist in the quartet," he guest artist Mark Kaplan, and the
• KNEISSL TOURING SKIS
• TRAK TRAV!:LER SKIS
Mexico Symphony Orchestra's added, Martha Strong in Katz was Symphony No. 6, ''Pastoral, '' with
•
NORSKI BJORN BOOT
• NORSKI BJORN BOOTS
Fourth Annual Beethoven Festival. replaced recently as violist with the guest conductor Paul Polivnick, In• EXEL NOVA POLES
• EXEL NOVA POLES
The festival begins Saturday with Cleveland Quartet by Arad.
• TROLL BINDINGS
Cluded on the program will be the
• TROLL BINDINGS
the Cleveland Quartet, recognized
The Festival presented 'by the ovcrt1ue to the Creatures of Prom• FREE BINDING MOUNTING
• FREE BINDING MOUNTING
as one of the greatest string quartets NMSO is in celebration of Ludwig ethcu.o;,
• FREE BASE PREPARATION
• FREE BASE PREPARATION
of modern time, featuring the cellis- von Beethoven, bam .213 years ago,
PACKAGE
PACKAGE •
$1 Q7
PRICE
Beethoven afficionados attending
tic virt\)osity of guest Gabor Rejto at who is the undisputed mas.ter of
PRICE
8:15p.m. in Woodward Hall.
musical forms ranging from sym, the Dec. 10 concert will be able to
TOTAL PRICE
TOTALPRtCE
IF BOUGHT
The program features, despite the phonic and chamber works to sona- have their photograph taken with
IF BOUGHT
SEPARATELY
SEPARAT'::LY
title of the festival, the Schubert tas, concertos and Ieder. The works .. Beethoven," impersonated by
quintet inC Major, Opus 163. Rejto chosen for the festival display actor Edgar Weinstock, A small
considers the quintet "probably one Beethoven's wide range of composi- uonation for the keepsake photo will
MAKE UP YOUR OWN SKI PACKAGE
go toward the Symphony's School
of the greatest chamber pieces writ- tion skills.
FROM ANY OF OUR
ten. The quality of sound blending
A three-houf' "Beethoven EtJScmble Program,
OTHER STOCK
.
two cellos is very special."
1
Marathon" featuring 13 vocal, inReserved seating is available for
Also included on Saturday's qrumental and solo works pcr- the Dec, 10 concert, while tickets
program are Beethoven's Quartet in l'ormcd by NMSO members and for the Saturday and Tuesday perFINEST CROSS COUNTRY
G major, Opus I8, No. 2, and Quar- guests is on the program for Tuesday forlllances are by general admission.
SKI EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
tet in F minor, Opus 95 at~: 15 p.m. in Keller Hall. Among Tickets arc available at the NMSO
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.
( "Serioso ").
the guest performers are Leonard Box Office and the Popejoy Hall
The members of the Cleveland, and Arlette Felberg, Jeffrey Wood Box Office. More information is
1 inlinists Peter Salaff and Donald
:md Kathryne Fowler.
available at 843-7657.
1\~ilcrstcin, violist Alar Arad and
cdlist Paul Katz, are faculty of the
bl'iman School of Music. In addi.lion to regular performances in the
\\orltl's major concert halls, past
'~!MilS have been highlighted by 15
wmplctc Beethoven cycles and a
prc;idcntial inaugural concert at the
\\'hitc House.
Saturd;ty's performance is being
pcrfimncd on five of the greatest
'Iring instruments ever madeNicolo Paganini's own StradivarIU,cs. two violins, viola and cello on
lnan lo the Cleveland from the CorL'uran Gallery of Art in Washington,
D.C .. and Rcjto's beautiful cello, a
Dominicus Motagnana, 1721.
Rcjto, on the faculty of the Uni' ~r,ity of Southern California.
llllll ell to Spain to study with Pablo
t';rsals following .his graduation
i'rum the Music Academy in
There's a brand new Dunkin' Donuts in your
Budapest. Hungary, where he was
neighborhood.
•
hnrn. Coming to the United States in
I'!.W. he has been a member of the
The look is all modern but inside you 'II find the rich,
Lcncr and Gordon String Quartets
old-fashioned flavor of our freshly made donuts. (We'd also
and has appeared in concert with the
Hungarian and Paganini Quartets.
be more than happy to setve you a cup of our delicious
Pounder of the Alma Trio, Rejto
coffee to go with it.)
lm' performed internationally and is
regarded as one ofthc leading ceHo
And now. because we want you to help us celebrate,
teachers in the United States.
just stop in and say hello, and we'll give you the following
Cleveland Quartet cellist Katz
good
buy:
'Hiuicd with Rcjto at USC. "Paul

'115

'143

10.Ql/.o0.FF,•

2421 SAN PEDRO NE

YOUR WINTER BREAK GREAT
SKI ESCAPE INCLUDES:
6 daya/5 night• d.,lun lodging.
4 day lift IIcht.
FREE on" year ~m .. rklln Ski ~ ..oclatlon
SkiAmertcard m.,mt...rahlp.
FREE beginner akl lnaon.
2 night• of putt"• with ent.,rtalnm.,nt,
pllmentary 3.2 IH>4'r and pop.
•Mountall) alll rae<' wllh prtua.
• R"duc...t ratl!tl on f'qulpml'nt rental.
•Luggagl' tage, ~II taa••· St.,amboat' diKount
coupon book and MOREl
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884-5113

Abner's (9800 Montgomery N.E.) ...... Badlands.
(UP$tairs); Niky Fish (downstalts),
Cara\'an Eu1 (760S Central N.E.) -Whiskey
Rivcr(durir.:g happy hour); Buckaroo Parkway,
Chelsea Slreet Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Center N;E.) - Moxy,
'
CoOperage (7220 Lomas Blvd. N.E.) - Linda
Cotton.and S1reet Lire.
CoWboys (3301 Juan Tabo N.E,) • Duke City
Allstars.
D1Dbl'1 (2900 Cqors N.W.)- Elalne Hamilton
and the Chicago Jazz Exchange,
Friar'• 'North (44W Wyoming N.£.)- Babe
Ruthless.
Fitar'aPub (6825 Lomas N.E.)- The Change,
Hungry8etr(l200 WyominsBivdN.E.)- ICe.
Pallmlno Club (2900 Coors Blvd. N.E.) -Full
Circle (dilring happy hour); Hatch Brothers.
Senor Buckels {4100 San Mateo Lane
N.E.) - Shakers.
Shauahneuy's
(Academy
an'd
Wyoming) -Walter Pigeon,
Smua1ler's Cove (Eubank, south of
Menatll) - Strider~;.

Amlljivl/1~

J-D- Far North: 1:1.5, 3:15, .5!15J
7:15,9:15,
Tht Bll Chill- Louisiana: 1, 3:1.5, .5:30, 7:4S,
10.

Chrl.rtmar St0r)1 - M Plaza/Wyoming: 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:3_0, 9:30.
Dead Zone- Winrock: 1:30, 3:30, S:JO, 7:30,
A

9:30.
/Jtal of thr Cmtur)l-louisiana: J2:4s, 3;
S:I5, 7:30,9:45.
Edutfllin; Rita- Coronado: I, 3:10, 5:15,
7:35; 9:40.
fi.s(QJ¥ 2000- Far NOrth: J, 31 S, 1, g,

Wirtrock: 1:40, 3:40, !!:40. 7:40, !MO.
1M Eximbt ..._SUB Cinema: 71 9:30 (Friday);
3, 71 9:30(Saturday),
A Fin Full Of /Jallus- Far North: 1:30, 3:30,
5;30, 7:30, 9i30.
Jntmratlonal Umlc Rfrri Futlvol- Don
Pancho's: 8, 9:45 (weekdays}; 2:4~, 4:30, 6:1!!, 8,
9:45 (Saturday and Sunday),
Ko;raonlsqtitsl_- Hiland:- 7:30, 9:30 (wce·kdays);
1:30,3:30, S:JO, 7:30, 9:jO,
Mr• .Mom- Cinema East: 7:30, 9:30 {week·
days); 1:30, 3:30, 5!30, 7:30, 9::30 (Saturday and
Sunday),
Never Oy WOlf- CorOnado: I, 3:10, S:H,
7:40,9:45.
N~vtrSay Ntver Again;..,..,> Wyoming: Z:IS! 4:4!1,
7:15, 9!4S, M Plaza: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30.
A Night In H~av~n - Louisiana: 1:30, 3:30 1
' 5:30, 7:30,9:30.
11riPDfty- SUD' Cinema: 3, 7 1 9;30 (SJ.mday).

l'eat, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
llmktd Dlllv•ry ArN

ASA Gallery

midnight.
Rrturn afth~ Jedl- Cinema Easl! 7, 9;30
(weekdays); 1, 4, 7, 9~30 (Saturday and Sunday),
RlchQI'd Pryor H1r~ and Now- M Plaza: 7:30,
9:30 (weekdays): 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 1i30, 9:30
(Saturday and Sunday),
Tb~ Right Stull- Coronado: 1, 4:30, 8.
Space H.unter- -Ea_stdale; 7;30.
Terms of Endearment- Coronado: 12:30,
2:~0. 5:10,1;30, 9:45.
To Begin Again [F"olver a Empmmo]- Guild:
7:15, 9 {weckdQys)l 21 3:45, 5:30, 7:1~, 9
(Saturday and Sunday).
Tootsle - Enstdale: 9:3·0.
Warriors - M Plaza: Friday and Saturday at
midnight.
Wlwds - M Plaza: Friday and Saturday at
midnight,

State Photo Re~icnnt on display through Dec, 9.
Teaching G•llery (New Ai't Building)- Scnlor

The$\5 nnd TUtorial Students wor_k on disp_lay.f
through Jan, 13.
Unl"ersltY of New Mexico An -Museum {Fine
Arts ce·ntcr) - "Recent Work bY Department
of An Faculty: Nick Ab!ialla" on display in_ the
Lfpper Rea.- Gallery through Pee. lSi ' 1A_rakawM
The- Mechani5m of Meaning'' on display in the
L-ower Gallery through Dec, 11; Hlfle Self as
Subject" visual diaries by J4 photographers on
display in the Upper Gallery lhrough Jan. 29;
~<fSA Coloru on display in the North GallerY
through Dec. 8,
Albuquerque United Arti.IJt (216 Cc:rttral
S.W.)- ''Woodworks 183 a group cxhibitlon of
22 artists wooking in WOr)d on display lhrr)Ugh
Dec, 18.
Mariposa Gallery (llJ Romero N.W,)-- Work
by Karen Arch, Keke Cribbs a11d Maria Con·
suelo Maya Qn displaY through Dec. 31.
UniOn Gallery (New Mexico Union)- 'Work by
Esther Sutin and Susan Zimmerman on display
through Dec. Hi. Reception for the Artbts
' Saturday.
M~ell Munum of AaHuopology (Universty of
Story 17rtaJer will be presented at the Vortex at 8
New Me"ico Campus)- ''The Chaco
p.m. Frid11y, Saturday and 2:30 p,m, Sunday,
Phenomenon'' on display throughMay27; ••The
through Dec. 18, Tickets areSS and $4.
Sella A. Hatnetd Collection.. on display through
A F"lew /rom the Bridge, a bilinguaJ play, will be
Jan, 30.
presented by La Campania de Teatro de
Testtlts and Craflt Cooop (323 Romero
Albuquerque at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and
N,W,)- •1Annual Christmas AU-Member
3 p.m. Sunday. The play Will be presented again
Show" on display through Dec. 24.
Jan. 6-Feb.12. Tickets are $4.50.
Plaza Eacalant~ Gallu:r (412 Cenfrnl
The Ylslt wiU be presented by the UNM th~ater
S.E.)- Wo_rks- by Tammy Dobos and Jeny
orts_department il.t 8. p.m. today and Saturday in
Rael on display thrau5}1 Januazy,
RodeyTheatcr.
Th• Oown PI/net will be presented by the
J\lbl!querqUe Children ·Theater at 1:30 and 3:30
Saturday and Sun.day at Popejoy HaU. Tickets
are$3 and $2,50,
Brlgadoon will be presented by the Albuquerque
Chic Light Opera at 8:1.5 p.m. Dec, 22, 23, 25,
28·Jan. I il.t Popejoy Halt Sunday performances
at 2:15 p.m. Tieken are 510.!!0-$3.50 with
Loatde Mack wiD be at the Club- West 1n Santa
disCOunt prices for students Sf! h~ur before each
Fe today and Saturday, TJckets are S4 at the
performance.
door.
TM Would Bt Santa will be presented by the
Loverboy/loan
Jttt will be at Tingley Colesium
AlbUquerQue Little Theater at 8 p.m. Friday, 2
Saturday. Ticke_ts are $14 at Sound Warehouse
and 6 p.tn. Saturday and Z p.m. Sunda)', Dec~ 9and Gam(! World.
10 and 16-18. 'ricketsare$6 ror adu1uandS3 for
'Pedro Hem1ad.e:-will present a recital Of original
children.
compositions at 4 ·p.m. Sunday In Rodey
J'lslt to D Small Pl(llld Will l!C prCstnted' by the
Theater.
Albuquerque Little Theater at 8 p.m. Tuesday
UNM_ Earl:r Mult Enstmble Will perform at 4
through Friday, 6 and 9- p.m. Saturday nnd 2
p.m. Sunday in Keller Hall. Admission is free.
p._m. Sunday, Jan. 20-Feb. !!, Tickets are$6.
Lords or the New Chureb/Fiammtn• Ohs will be
FJ Mas Pequeno Dt Mls HUos will be presented
Graham Central· Station Monday, Tickeu ·are
at
Jn Spanish by La Campania de Teatro de
free and. must be pJcked up in advance or S4 at
Albuquerque at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and
the door.
3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 9'-11 and J6.J8 at the KiMo
UNM Symphonic WJnd Ensemble will perform
Theater. TicketS are $4 in advance and $4,50 al
at 8:J!! Monday rn Keller Hall. Admission is free.the door.
Arlo Gutbrle/Sbenindcah will be- at Popejoy
Hall Tuesday. Tickeu are SlO and S1t at Giani
outlets.
Foghit will be at Oraham Centra1 Station
Wednesday. Tickets are $7 at Giant outlets.
Shap~.lly will be at the Clilb West In Sailta Fe
Wednesday and Thursday.
l.lllle' Charlie- and the Elger BN.vtr Boy• will be
at th~ CIJJ.b West Jn Sartfa F:e Dee. 8•10. Tickets
Art Eduutlon Gallery {University or' New
are$3 at the door.
Mexico Campus)- ••contemporal')' Crarts
Motley Crue will be at Johnson Gym Dee. 15.
-Exhibition•• on displBYthrough Dec. 16.
tickets are$9.50.

Big Valley (8904-Menaul N.E.) -- Ineognilo.
Boaart's (Montgomery Plaza)- Sassy Jones

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

(Student Dition B~ldlng) - 7

PorkJ1;S -li-M Pla-za: Friday and Saturday at

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires 12·5·83

Fast, Free Delivery

I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262·1662
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
I
®
I

I

II
I
I
I
II
I

I

I
I
I

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires

12·5·8~

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.

282-1162
Now open. toi lunch
Open every day at 11:00

rI 8

•
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OPENING AT

1900 Central At Mesa and
3301 Coors Road at Sequoia

Photographers
Exhibit 'Diaries'
"The Self as Subject: Visual Diaries by 14 Photographers," an exhibition featuring the work of photographers who use the camera for
autobiographical exploration and
documentation, is now on display at
the University Art Museum.
The photographs chosen for the
show are not linked by a particular
style or approach. Instead, they
share a common subjeci matter: the
self, whether actual of fictitious,
In their photographs the artists
create images of self by confronting
and accomodating aspects of family
history, personal experience, daily
routine and private fantasy.
The exhibition is comprised of
approximately 125 color, black and
white, collaged, and manipulated
photographs,
Some of the photographers featured in the exhibit use photography
as a form of autobiography. Antle
Noggle's sclfportraits, for example,
are unsentimental scrutinies of herself facing the ravages of time, age
and gravity.
Alex Traube, in his series, Letters
to My Father, combines old and new
!mages with his own writing in an
ttllensely personal investigation of a
close and perhaps unresolved relationship with his father.
Diana Schoenfeld uses the camera
to express unspeakable emotion and
pain in photographs of carefully
arranged symbols such as shards of

r----

(COUPON)----- . .

: A Dozen Donuts :
1
For $1.79
1

I
I
1
I

:
I

Limit: 2 Offers Per Coupon
Offer Good: Thru 12-5-83
Good Only At Addresses Listed

DUNKIN'~

.. ____l~!!~!!
________

continued on page 12
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Arts

'

Lobos Beat Long Beach 74-54

Photographerscontinued from page 10
glass, thorns, and sheets of music.
Family imagery is the subject of
the work of Wendy MacNeil, Esther
Parada and Keith Smith. They investigate the well-known tradition
of family snapshots and photo
albums as symbols of personal devotion and attachment.

CUERVO & DOS EOUIS
NIOHT
SAT., DEC. 3, 7 • 10 p.m.
GREAT GIVEAWAYS
T·SHIRTS, HATS, SHOT CLASSES

Several artists' worl<.s tend to record the humble details of daily life,
ignoring more self-conscious autobiography.

Start Your Dead Week
OH With A Bang!
A oood Time Guaranteed
For All.

Art. and artist become inseparable
in the work of Robert Heinecken,
Judith Golden, and Eileen Cowin.
Robert Stewart's photographs are
the most extreme examples of
photographs about phtotgraphy.
Containing no photographic imagery. they are written descriptions of
specific occasions on which he had a
·picture of himself taken. Although
the photograph is never actually
seen, the vivid descriptions evoke
mental images.

FAT CHANCE BAR & GRILLE
2216 central s.E. 265·7531
open Mon.·Sat. .11a.rn.·2a.m.
Food served 11a.m.·11p.m.

There will be an opening recepiion at the Museum on Friday from 6
to 8 p.m. The opening is sponsored
by the Friends of Art.

i.O

Zone Busters
Score 60 Points

A BENEFIT FOR THE UNM RUGBY CLUB.

t;..

B

t=IE1\i\II~ING
I~OC:KJ~I311.1...{ l=ltOM

I

BEST ~PRICES
IN TOWN
OPEN
MONDAY- FRIDAY 8AM-9PM

AT

-

·,' .. .

DOCI~

I~OCKAI~Il.LY

$3.00
STUDI!NiS

UNM, iV·I & \Jof A

$3.so

G!NI!P~h c HPPo~ Lj<jL 0

.
•
.:'"'.· ..

. ·: ;.;': ~ :::~

SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM

..

ations.
ecome

By Jim Wiesen

DUPlJCA TING CENTER

itCKiiTS

Scott Caraway

26

Alan Dolensky scores two of his
points off a feed from Lobo Point Guard Phil Smith. The
Lobos buried Cal-State, Long Beach 74-54, Thursday night at the Pit.

THE UNM RUGBY CLUB & ASUNM~PEC PRESENT

Ne41~

.

·-a~

a:t,,CM
t. 1~S CltUCISS
•-

9:00f11,
SJ\i.
1)15C:. 3
SUI3\VJ~( SiJ).TION

CHANCE
BAR & CRILLE
announces a

LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
277~5031

A little harder to tind

but worth it.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Execution and confidence were
the keys to the University of New
Mexico's 74-54 victory over Cal
State Long Beach Thursday night at
University Arena.
The 'Zone Busters,' Alan Dolensky, Nelson Franse and Phil Smith,
scored 60 points and destroyed a 2-3
zonl:f"Utilized by the 49ers. New·
Mexico hit their first six of seven
shots, all of them from the 20-foot
range, and pulled ahead 12-Z.
Before 49er Coach Dave Buss
could utter the word "Man," the
Lobos were ahead 20·8.
When Cal State Long Beach finally did go to a man-to-man defense,
Lobo forward Tim Garrett and center T .J. Drake abused the 49ers on
the inside. The Lobos led 36-18 at
intermission.
The Lobos used a tough 3-2 defensive zone the entire first half
which limited the 49ers to a brisk
26.6 percent from the field. Joedy
Gardner, the 49ers leading scorer,
was held to six points in the first
stanza going 3-11 from the field.
Dolensky was the high scorer in
the game with 26 points. Smith
scored 18 points, Franse had 16 and
Garrett had eight points for the
Lobos.
The 49ers couldn't stop 6-foot-5
Doiensky who went ll-15 from the
field, 4-7 from the free throw line
and led the Lobos in rebounding

continued on page 14

•·

No need to change your
equipment or your technique
... just try the new family of
Kodacolor VR films.
Advances in color print film
technology can help you get the best
color pictures ever from Kodak films.
Try all four new films in your 35 nun
camera ... and be a better photographer!
Kodak redefines sharpness.
Kodacolor VR IOO film is
. /.' """-c·'
the sharpest color
negative film
we've ever made.
Ideal for big
bloVII.lps with top
quality.
Great for dose·
ups, anything where
detail is important.
Kodak redefines
versatility: Kodacolor VR
200 film has all the sharpness, fine grain! and color
saturation you got with
Kodac:olor II film.-with twice

G u T H R I e D E c . e I N p 0 p E J 0 v IH L L
a MOTLEY qRUE,DEC; 15 Hl JOH,Nso.N a,v~

the speed. Great all-around performer.
Kodak redefines fast action.
I<.odacolor VR 400 film has Wide
exposure latitude, plus color that's
even more saturated on underexposures, and grain
that's even finer than
Kodacolor 400 film.
Ideal for stopping
sports action, even
long telephoto lenses.
Kodak redefines low light.
Kodacolor VR rooo film is the fastest
color print film in the world, for good
·
· in low light, and when you
· need very high shutter speeds to stop
action. An advanced new emulsion
technology enabfes the film to capture
more light without the grain and
loss in sharpness you'd
normally expect with such
a fast film! Try all four
new films ... and see all the
ways you can be a better
photographer!

.lti~.Newi(odacolor.VR.fihns. ........................ ·"···· ...

_j•
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Individuals interested in
forming an
Albuquerque Chapter of the
Administration Management Society
should call
M. Swanson 277-4204
for luther information.
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Beach------------~finished the game with nine rebounds. It was the best back -to- back
performance in his career as a Lobo.
''I went one for eight from the
field," Drake said, "That doesn't
turn me on too much. If points come,
that's fine, if not that's fine."
T.J. had problems last year with
his stamina but played 29 minutes
Thursday, "With about seven minutes in the game, I looked up at the
clock and said to myself 'What's
going on? I haven't been out of the
(second) half yet,"' he said.
.
The Lobos out rebounded Cal
State Long Beach 48-42. New Mexico hit 56.6 percent from the field
and 58.3 from the free throw line.
The 49ers were 32.4 percent from
the field and 46.1 percent from the

foul line.
The Lobos have more dimension
this year; last season they were stop"
ped when teams dropped into the
zone. With the zone busters and
good play from the big men, the
Lobosare going to be tough to beat
at home.
The Lobos play Washington
Saturday night.. Tip-off time is 7:35
p.m. The Huskies were 16-15 last
season.
"I hear they got a seven footer,"
Garrett said. "I think I've been playing preatty well against them."
HOOPLA ... Lobo walk-on
Richard Waugh broke a small bone
in his left hand in Wednesday's
practice and will be out of the Lobo
line-up for about three weeks,

New Mexico Begins Play
In California Tournament
FUNDING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1984-1985 FISCAL YEAR WILL BE
AVAILABLE FROM THE
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OFFICE
BEGINNING DECEMBER 5, 1983
All organizations wishing to apply to the GSA for funding next year should stop by
the GSA office in the basement of the SUB to pick up· an application form or call
277-3803.
Completed applications must be returned to the GSA office no later than January
20, 1984. A workshop to aid in completing the funding application will be held by
GSA on December 17, 9:30a.m. in Room 230 SUB.

By Earl Jones
The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team will be
trying to up its season record of 2-1
this weekend when competing in the
Cal-Berkeley Invitational.
UNM begins tournament action
tonight at 6;00 against Oral Roberts
University, a team that was 29··llast
season. Cal-Berkeley will tangle
with Colorado State at 8 tonight.
The Lobos are 1-1 in their all-time
series against Oral Roberts. Even
though the team only lost one game
last season, Lobo Coach Doug
Hoselton said he thinks CalBerkeley is going to be the team to
beat.
"If we do get to play CalBerkeley," said Hoselton, "we're
going to nave to be able to play our
game and take what they give us it's not going to be like the UTEP

force some things that weren't there.
If we play Cal-Berkeley we're going
to have to just settle down and play
good defense."
Both wins for the Lobos this season have been close games and
Hoselton said his team is "starting
to learn how to play under
pressure.''
UNM's wins include Tuesday's
victory over UTEP, 75-72, and an
earlier win against Northern Arizona
University in overtime 72-70.
UNM's only loss was to the University of Colorado in the season
opener.

Allison Foote, who broke the
UNM record for poinl~ scored in a
single season last year by averaging
20.3 points a game, cut loose for 20
aginst UTEP on Tuesday night.
The losers of today's action will
play the consolation match tomorgame~"
row night at 6 p.m. and at 8 the
"In the UTEP game we tried to winners will play the championship.

Nielson Named to HCAC
All-Conference 1st Team
By Earl Jones

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS,.,

Dede Ellefson

Leisure Services Player of the Week
This week's Budwelser/UNM Leisure Services Player of t11e Week is
Dede Ellefson. Dede, a senior Biology mlijor from Red Wing. Mlnne•
sota, was chosen for her outstanding play In this year's Budweiser
Fl~g football Regional Tournament held In Arlington, 'fexas. During
th1s year's tournament Dede made numerous crucial plays from her
free safety position Including a 60yard return of an Interception fot a
touchdown. Dede says, "First of all I'd Uke to say thanks to Budweiser
for the opportunity to participate in this tournament. I'd also like to
give special thanks to Anna Voltura and Joyce Unglaub for their
colorful performances Saturday night. Chop Chop!" Once again, our
congratulations to Dede Ellefson, this week's Budwelser/UNM Lei·
sure Services Player of the Week.

=

n

The High Country Athletic Conference .released the names of players chosen to its All-Conference
teams. Lobo Terri Nielson was
elected to the first team All HCAC
with Shannon Vessup talcing second
team honors and Kim Hicks receiving an Honorable Mention. All three
are seniors.
Elaine Michaelis of Brigham
Young was chosen as the HCAC
Coach of The Year. She coached
BYU to its second consecutive
HCAC Championship and its
second NCAA bid. Her HCAC
coaching record in the two year old
conference stands at 19-1.
Ofthe top ten season "dig'' averages, five belong to Lobos. Vessup
topped the Lobo list by averaging
2.86 a game. She was followed by
Nielson at 2.55, Jocelyn Funk at
2.34, Hicks at2.30 and Becky LUcht
at 1.66.
ln the department of "kills,"
Hicks and Vessup were the best in
the conference. Both had 169 kills
for the season, which averaged out
to 4.23 a game.
Lobo Sue Guinn averaged I ,57
blocks pergame to top the confer·
ence blocking Slats and she was followed by Kim Hicks in fourth place
with an average of t .23 blocks per
game.
Three Lobos made the HCAC top
ten in service aces. Funk, Nielson,
and Hicks all had 13 service aces for
the season.
In assists, Funk was second only
to Robin Wilson of Colorado State
who averaged 12.10pergame. Funk
averaged 11.17.
LOOKING BACK: The Lobos
needed to win their last three match-

es ofthe season to keep their hopes
for an NCAA at-large berth alive.
Any hopes of receiving the berth
were shattered when UNM lost to
New Mexico State University in the
last match of the season 11-15, 1015, and 4·15.
However, one of the teams UNM
did beat .in the last three-game series
was Colorado State University.
CSU was given the atclarge berth
and will travel to the West Coast this
weekend to take on San Diego Stllte
University in the opening round of
NCAA competition.

Brown's Travel Rockies Road
In the driver's seat for a playoff
Expected bac.k in action for the
'put. the Cleveland Browns must offense at Mile High Stadium is wide
travel a Rockies road Ibis weekend.
receiver Bobby Jones, who missed
The Browns, only one game behind Clcvdand's 30-0 victory over New
Pittsburgh in the ruce for the AFC Cen- Englund and most of last w~ek's game
tral crown and. an automatic playoff with a leg injury.
berth. can also enhance their wild-card
Coach Sam Rutigliano said Jones
possibilities with a victory against a could have played last week but he
troublesome Denver Bronco squad.
decided to use Willis Adams and Dave
Denver, which is also alive in the Logan because they had put in a full
playoff hunt at 7-6, has beaten Cleve- week of practice on the game plan
lund five straight times and leads the prepared for th~ Colts.
'cries 6-3.
The Browns ha.ve scored 16 of the
"Joe Collier, their defensive coor- last t 7 times they've been inside the
dinutor. has had our number since I've opposition's 25, Denver's John Elway
been here," Cleveland quarterback has 1hrown only two TDs compared to
Brian Sipc said, "We have had diffi- nine interceptions. AlthoughtheBronc•ulty moving the ball against his _cos rank last in AFC offense, a sweep
\l.'hemes.,.
The teams last met in I 981, when
the Broncos won 23-20 in overtime,
Sipe has watched practice from the
'1delincs to give his throwing arm a
Jl"t. He did the same thing last week,
'itting out two practice sessions, on
the theory that inactivity would relieve
the soreness he sometimes suffers.
He went on to complete 20 passes
for 313 yards and three touchdowns
apaimt Baltimore on Sunday and later
'aiu his arm felt fresh.
"This could become a regular
\\Cckly thing," a team spokesman
~~lid.

Invite----continued from page 14
tory. The Lobos will be counting on
Gordy Westerberg, Hakan Jonsson
and Duncan Crujekshank to lead the
way again.
Crujckshank broke the 1000
meter freestyle pool record in a meet
against Wyoming, and he also picked up a win in the 500 meter freestyle. Jonsson and Westerberg were
also two-time winners for the Lobos
in the Wyoming meet. Jonsson won
the I 00 and the 200 meter free styJe
while Westerberg won the 200 meter
individual medley and butterfly,
The women's team is still having
trouble bouncing back from injuries
to four of their key swimmers.
Kathy Dixon, Beeky Culpepper and
Janine Owens have all swam well
for the Lobos this season despite the
injuries. The Lobos also faced the
Aggies this season but were beaten
61-51 in a close meet.
In the November 5th meet against
the Aggies, Owens picked up wins
in the 50 meter freestyle and the I 00
meter butterfly. Culpepper finished
second in the 200 and 500 meter
freestyle and was on the winning
400 meter freestyle relay team with
Owens.

Lobos Compete

In T-Tech Invite
By Peter Spitkus
The University of New Mexico
swin1 teams will compete in their
final meet of the fall semester this
weekend in the Texas Tech Invitational in Lubbock, Texas.
The men's swim team hopes to go
on Christmas vacation with an undefeated record while the women's
team wiH look for an early Christmas present by picking up its first
win of the season.
The men's team has compiled a
perfect 3-0 record so far this season
and will be swi111111ing against four
other schools this weekend. Oklalmma, Texas Wesleyan, Texas Christian University and New Mexico
Stllte will all be in Lubbock trying to
knock off the Lobos.
The Lobos have faced New Mex:·
ico State already this season and
came away with an easy 76·37 viccontinued on page 15

tolkfeo rs Back!
eo9Lisb 206·oo3
'tCJ-t:bCJRS g,oo
11 lhe· best instruc1994 tor (English or
other) that I have

ever had.';

··StUden-i course
evaluation
11
1 have never en·
joyed a tlass as

much as ·r've en•
Joyed this one,"
-~student

coufse

evaluation

"I have Rrobably
enjoyed this class
more than any
other I h.we taken
atUNM.''
~-student

course

evalualion

\

of their final tlJrce games would leave

them in prime position for a wild card
playoff berth.
Denver's secondary, riddled last
week by Dan Fouts in a 31-7 loss to
San Diego, has three doubtful starters:
Mike Harden, Steve Foley and Dennis
Smith. Linebacker Tom Jackson is
questionable. Running back Dave Preston, cornerback Steve Wilson and defensive lineman Don Latimer all are
probable. Also, wide receiver Rick
Upchurch is sidelined with recurrence
of numbness in his arm and hand.
"Offensively, Sipe has made a
great deal of difference and they have
won their last three games," Denver
coach Dan Reeves said,

YOUCINTAKE
ITWIIHYOU!
THE "KAPLAN ADVANTAGE·, DOESN'T
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!
THE SAME SKILLED INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARED YOU FOR
THE LSAT. CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH FIRST YEAR lAW!

INTRODUCTION TO LAW SCHOOL
A ~-fl. MPUIN SEMINAR

• CASE BRIEFING • TORTS • LEGAL WAITING
• CIVIL PROCEDURE • STATUTORY ANALYSIS
• CONTRACTS • RESEARCH METHODS • PROPERTY

~-H.

MPUIN

Call days, eves,
and weekends
265-2524

TEST PREPARAllON SPECIALISTS !ia<t: 19~

Your. CIJreer Won 'I Be Ordinary
Why Should Your Preparation Be7
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this semester ·
~ • Wedne_sday, Dec._ 7
il
• Monday, Dec. 12

~

Remember the Yule Log!
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12/12
9221.
l'APEitS TYPJ<;n, EDITED, Student rates. 266·
3717.
12/12
1\XPERT TYPING - TERM papers, theses,
resumes. Quality editing service. available, Writer's
Resources: 345-288 I or 888·7225.
12/12
80 CENTS PER report page. By professional typist.
12112
Dissertations, theses, etc, ~44-3345.
QUALITY TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
aren. 90 cents/page. 881·6445.
J/9
TUTOIUNG ~MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French- Masters degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266-4247.
12/12
TYPIST. TF.IIM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 1/20
LEAVING fOR X·MAS? Dependable gractuate
student willing to water cactus, mow lawns, shovel
snow, etc. in exchange for home nway from home
during holidays. Call Bryan 277-3791.
12112
TYPING. TERM PAPEitS, Rensonable rates, 2991240.
1/19
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. 821-4126.
l/9
T\'l'IST ON CAMPUS. Sense pf humor, Some
genius. 242·3093,
12/12
THE WORn MILL. Six years of experience, English
M.A. Editing available. Near campus, 256·09!6.
12/12
NOON IIATUA YOGA. All levels welcome. Call
Mohana 877-9230 or Yoga Center255-2900.
12/2
TYPING, THESIS, DISsERTATION, reports,
letters, statistical, etc. Call Annita, 293·1461 after
5:30p.m:
12112
TYPING. CALL JIM at 255·2150 before2 p.m.
1217
GUITAR I.ESSONS. CLASSIC, folk, rock,jazzand
enharmonic theory. From 20 to 40 dollars a month,
depending on intensity of training. Call 888-4715,
12112
TERM PAPEQS, THESES, dissertations,
manuscripts, typed on IBM word processor. Free
12/!2
editing service Included, 2!18·6006.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. Call Mary
881·1724 days, 265·1088 evenings,
1212
TECHNICAL TYPING $1.50, plain$1.35, revisions
1217
$1. Word Pro, 266-1118.
HAVING PROBLEMS WJTII math? Cal1888-4715
for all your algebra, trig., geometry and calculus
needs.
12/2
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 51/page, 2!13-4892.
12/2
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Bye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
TYPING843:9137.
12/12
QUALITY TYPING IN my home, 29!1·6191. 12112
24 1m TYPING Service. 2!14-0144 days, 2!18·5110
evenings.
1/25
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs In mY home, The
Other0ffiee884·6S64.
11!1
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC. 255·3331,
1/16
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rlndy 296·6298.
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,
tentalsandrepairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·3315.
tfn
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-J 181.
12/12
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just westofW ashington.
tfn
ACCURATE INfORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247•
9819.
tfn

Las Noticias
HAVf; SOMEONf; SPI';CfA1.1 Send them a Final
rxam Cure Pnckug~. Availnble from J3nptist Student
\Inion foronly$3. Cnii243·S401 today. We deliver.
1217
HAY!-: A HANDMADE Christmas nt our Home
C'raft Show, Dec. 3, 10 n.m.•6 p.m. 223 Princeton
Sl'. NW •·orner Lend nnd Princeton. Pottery,
poupurri, handmade toys and more. Master·
_.urd1Vi1n. Girtwrnp, we'll even mail your selection!
26(>-7~29
1212
OG MAN()lNO, MOTIYA"OONAL speaker, will be
at the Kivu Auditorhtm Friday, Dec. ~. 7:30 p.m.
t tckel\ arc on ~ale for $8 in the SUil Friday, Dec. 2
from~:OOtoJ:OO.
1212
Mlf Pt:NI'ALS WANTiiD for college student in
India. Contnct277.2092 after 8 p.m.
1217
ATil.;NI'IONI CSW MAGAZINE final semester
meeting Is Saturday, Dec. J, I p.m. In the CSW
<•ffke, 136 Marron Hnll. Jmponnnt ctevelopments for
!984 nrc pending! CSW members and other interested
per~lln~ should attend. Refreshments encouraged.
12/2
FINE ARTS 491.000 (Lnte 20th Century ArO will
(lppcnr to be cancelled, BUT it is rescheduled for
another time: Tuesday nnd Thursday at 5:00·6:20
p.m. in FAC'2018.
12/2
00 YOU C'AR~;7 Send someone a Final Exam Care
Package. Order one today from Baptist Student
llnion. Cull243-5401. Cost is$3. We deliver,
12/2
Cllll.DR~:N'S BOOK •'AIR Saturday, Dec. J, from
noon to 4 p.m. Mngicl Juggling! Puppets! Minstrels!
Adtmssion free! Benefil for the Friends of the UNM
1 ibrnries.
I212
CLVD7 MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
de1•nrtments and orsnnllntions.
tfn

Personals
GINGER, WHO CALLED about the atlendant ad: I
can't make our 12:30 appointment today. Sorry.
Please call me at277-5656. Leslie Donovan.
1212
DR. LOVE - THE Mnytag repailman ls Jonlier than
1212
ever. Breakdown soon. Love- Moi,
AI> STAFF, SEE you Saturday at the "massacre."
Yours. TheAwesomeNewsroomStaff.
12/2
TIRED OF WHAT the world has to offer? Step out
from worldly matters and journey into the spiritual
reahn. Join us In the peace of Jesus Christ.
12/12
SNOOZEROOM fOLKS: YOU had better be ready
because you're going to get beat on Saturday. Yours
1212
truly, the Awesome Ad Staff.
JU:Y CRUTCH: flOW about them Quackersl Lisa,
12/2
CAPT. SMITH: SEND me smokuignals • .x4270 Eve.

1212.
l>EWDROP, OURS IS a special thing. Having you
back means more than I Imagined. Your sparkle
makesmyday.
J2/2
IIEY BOO, I promise to Jove you and only you, Love
ya forever! Your boo-boo.
12/2
Rlml ANN, ONE MORE day to the big 18. Happy
birthday! Love, Byron.
I 212
l'NM ALUMNI STUDENT Arfnirs Committee
wilhes you all the right answers and a little luck on
your finals.
12/12
MAKE CONTACT WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message in the
dassifieds toctay, Deadline: I p.m. the day before
ln>cr!ion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
"•'OODIFUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaumnts, parties, rood sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies l!nd!or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services

Housing
FOR SALE: 1216 TIJERAS NE. Two bedrooms &nd
den. Unlv, area and dowl)town. $~5,000. Vista
Grande Realty 881·4881.
12/12
lWO.BEDIWOM HOUSE part!¥ f!lrnished,
J an/F~b. OnlY $~29 plus utilities. Walkins distance
from UNM on Carlisi~ NE_, Cali2S6-!255 evenings or
277-61 to days.
12112
ONE-BEDI(OOM APfS two blocks from UNM.
12/7
Free utilities, $195-$205, 268-5221 ~venings.
MATURE F_EI\fALE TO shar~ NB home with
woman and 11-year-old son. $100 plus Vz utilities.
883-8931.
12/12
ROOMMATE WANTED FO~ 1/84. Neat, clean
nonsmoker. $150 plus utilities, Close to UNM, Call
after 10 p.m. Steve or Debbie at 256-7533 or leav.e
message on machine.
1~/q
FOR RENT TO female nonsmoker: Furnished
bedroom with private bath in NE Alb, home. Fifteen
minute drive to UNM. Kite)jen privileges.
12/12
$!SO/month. 821·8551.
NEED lWO QUIET female students (nonsmoke~s)
to share privete home on campus, Furnished rooms,
utilities, laundry included in $260 mpnth, $125
deposit. After6: 242-6678.
12/12
PROFF.SSIONAL COUPU; OFFERS room and
board in exchange for transportation of school
children. Must have reliable car. C~Jl 243-2635 after
5:30 or on weekends.
12112
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share three bdrms In
N. Valley. Carpets, fireplace, wood-burning stove,
yard, pets ok. Must be reliable with quiet living
habits. After6:00 call Paul orNina247·2034. 12/12
ROOM A YA I £.ABLE NEAR UNM. $112.50. Bob B.
2774304:
12/12
•·oR IIENT: TIIREE-bdrm house in the .north valley.
$375 per mQnth. Please call 883-281~ or 292-8974.
Ask for Jenni or John.
12/12
THREE-ROOM, ,FURNISHED apt, Walking
distance, clean. 242-5914. Male grnduate student.
12/12
ATIENDANT WANTEI>- TO care for han·
dicapped grad student. Light dillies but must be liveln. Free room and board. Females only, Another
part-time job ok. Call Leslie Donovan, 277-5656, for
12/12
more info and interview appointment.
UOUSEMATE WANTED. S.EPARATE entrane~,
Vz bath. $225 month, $100 deposit, utilities. 265·
H~
12112
STUDIO, FURNISHED, UTIUTIES paid. $220.
Five blocks from UNM. 842·6170.
12/2
CLOSE TO UNM. Three bdrms, dining room,
carpeted, garage, landscaped, washer/dryer hook·
ups, $550 month. Call 344-7675 weekdays, 344·73!13
weekends.
12/2
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. :Ous service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitc!ten with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University. NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 securitY deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS! College sweatshirts
by Russell Athletic, Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth,
Princeton, UCLA, USC, Stanford, others. Order by
1219/83 for Christmas delivery. $14 each postpaid,
Send check to Box 317, Brookhaven, MS 39601 or I·
60!-835·1085.
1217
BEAUTIFUL SOLID OAK lawyer's desk. Selling

Quality
Stained
Glass
• Elegant Gifts
From $5
• Gift Certificates
• Custom WorkFree Estimates
• Beginner Tools
Kits
• Glass Grinders,
Tools at Low
Prices

TYPING, EDITING, REWRI'n:. Fast, professional,
Call242-0127.
12/12
TEST ANXIETY? MEMdAn Retention?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates,
Free consultation. Call Human Development
Programs2n-o370,
1/23"
JTM WORD PROCF..SSING Services. High quality :
professional typing. Spelling/editing assistance. 883·

Christmas Portrait
SPECIAL
December 5 through D'ecember 14
Studio Quality Portraits - $5.00
FAST- in time for Christmas
Guaranteed seven calendar day delivery

5 X 7 Print
double weight mat
Attractive folder provided
duplicates $2.50
Please call for an appointment

ON CAMPUS

Photo Suppllea
Photo Flnlehlng
Dlacount Prlcea

UNM Photo
Cine Service
9-4:30 • 1820 La• Lom11 NE • 2n·5743

because of new rolltop, $1 $0, 242-4777, 243-3447.
1212
FM/CASSETTE TOSHIBA-Walkman radio, brand
new $85, Realistic- portable stereo AM/FM cassette
1217
$175. Anthony277·258S after8:30 p,m.
1974 DODGE DART Slant 6. Needs engine, body
work, $300/best offer, 822·0969 evenings, weekends.
12/2
TYPEWRITER: ROYAL MANUAL portable with
case$30, 884-4121 evenings,
12/2
GEMEINHARDT PICCOLO. SOLID silver !lead,
!Ike new, $400 or best offer, 265-7669.
12112
TRS-80 COMPUTER, HOOKS up to UNM computers, New, only $395, Call277-2878 (Paul).
12/2
BOYS AND GIRLS at 35 II Central NE, across from
Nob Hili, opens Dec 10, 1983, We will carry new,
vintage clothe$ and costumes for women and men.
Store hours: Mon .to Sat 10 to 7 p.m. Sun 12/5 p.m.
Happy holidays.
12/12
WURLITZER SPINET PIANO with bench.
Excellent condition. 299·4139,
12/2
TilE CAT'S MEOW, Second Hand Clothes at 3104
Central SE, wishes you a happy holiday season. We
have boots, coats, hat.
-1217
SHARP EL·50611 SCIENTIFIC calculator $25.
Forty·eight functions. Cali298-8S86 (Tue-Thur) after
8 p.m.
12/7
SKIS - TUCKER 205 with Look 77 bindings,
brakes; Olin Mark I !95 with 5727 bindings, brakes.
Both newly resurfaced, waxed. $200 each. Men's
Nordica competition boots 9-9\h $150, Mise clothes,
equipment. 247-9445.
1212
ARGYLE SWEATSHIRTS! lJY Russell Athletic,
White shirt w/red/navy pattern, Light blue
w/red/Mvy, White w/pink/columbia blur., Grey
w/royal/white. $17 .SO each postpaid. Send check to
Box317, Brook)Javen, MS 39601 or 1-601-835·1085.
12/12
1981 KAWASAKI440LTD$950 ..268-9161.
12/2
JO.SPEED SANTA Fe Huffy, Men's, full size. $150.
Like new. 247·9445.
12/2
SKI BINDINGS, LOOK N-77H with brakes, One
pair brand new, $75, One pair used, excellent condition $SO. Call268-4939 evenings after
12/2
TOM SELLECK VOLLEYBALL posters available In
Bookstore.
12/2
1977 HONDA CVCC, Five speed, 75000 miles, JS
mpg. 265·3945.
12112
NOVA '75. SIX·cy- small engine. AM-FM, 8 track.
Excellent condition. $1J9S/best offer. 265-4797, 255·
7283.
1212
HAPPY 19841 SIERRA Club, Audubon, Eliot
Porter, Garfield, Jedi, Tolkien, unicorns, kitties,
cowboys - calendars at UNM Bookstore,
I 2112
FELIZ NA VIDAD - SEND your greetings in
Spanish or English with Christmas cards from the
UNM Bookstore glftshop.
12112

s.

Employment
ON·CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT. Work>study, non
work-study students, Applications are now being
taken for spring semester employment at NM Union
Food Service. Dring along your class schedule. Have a
job for when you return in the spring. Apply at Food
Service office.
12/12
PART·TIME AFTERNOONS, evenings, Must be21
years old, Must be able to work weekends, Apply In
person 2 p,m,-5 p.m., no phone calls pltase. Nun·
zio's, 107 Cornell SB,
12/2

WE ARI\ NEEDING secretarii'S and Typists with
good office s~ills t!l work on temporary assignments
throughout the holidays. If you are availaple to work
8-5 and are interested in making extra S over the
semes1er break, -call Lisa at 262,]871 at Dunhill
Tempor11ries.
12112
WANTED; AR1' STUDENTS 10 do drawings for ad.
Pay commensurate with work. Call Rick 345-8676
weekdays, Leave message,
12/12
WANTED; STUDENT TO do research papers, Pay
negotiable. Call Rick 822-8430, Keep trying.
12/12
WAN'mD: EXPERIENCED PART-time counter
help. Sweetwater's, Yale and Lomas. 243-3330. 12/2
INSTRUCTOR WANTED FOR computer business.
12/2
Applications, call Bob 884-1793.
PART·TIME SECRETARY, excellent typing skills
(60-65 wpm), light bookkeeping, operate calculator
by touch, good organizational skills, experience
rettuired, $4,50/hour plus good fringe benefits. Call
Yvonne/Tish 243·4898.
12/7
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday 'nights. i\pply in person, no p!lone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Store pt 5516 Men aut NE nnd
5704 Lomas NE.
12/12

Travel
TAKING A TRIP7 Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the DailY Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

Miscellaneous
IIOLII>A Y FITNESS SPF.CIAL at The Yoga Center,
During December enroll for classes and. bring a friend
for free! 3213 Central NE, 255-2900.
.1217
CASH i'OR GOOD used furniture, toys, baby
furniture. Call Kid Stuff, 842-6421, Yale-Stadium.
12/2
COAT SALE: MEN'S and women's coats 3017,1o
off- wool, cashmere, fur, etc. plus new stock
weekly. Vintage Classics: 308 Lead SE (SE corner
Lead and Broa.dway). Open Saturdays 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
12/2
JWINJ A TREK JQ.speed, Champion Juicer or $50 in
sporting goods plus many other prize!;. Yoga Center
raffle tickets SS each. Chances or winning l0-1. Call
255-2900 for details.
12/12
CIIRISTMAS BAZAAR, 30"lo discounts, Toys, gifts
nnd crafts. Dec 3rd and 4th, l0-6. 13116 Parkvlew
1212
Avenue NE. 298-1451.
GRADUATE NEEDS SUBLET from Dec. 17
throughJan.10. 277·3998.
12!2
CLASSU'I!i:DS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Yule Log
BRAD, T'IS THE season for giving, so let's "give"
our friendship a chance to get started now that we've
met. Carla.
12/2
THE UNM SORORITIES would like to wish
everyone good luck on finals and happy holidays.
1217

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Flower
6 Mound
10 Skin
disorder
14 Carried
151n addition
16 Preposition
17 Asian sheep
18 Fair
19 Network
20 Beam
22 Rump
24 E><tol
26 Teamster
27 Laid off
31 Give-whirl
32 Unescorted
33ln- - :
Quickly
35Man- ~
mouse
38 Chime
39 Plant part
40 Heat units:
Abbr.
41 Kids' game
42 Principles
43 Tower
44 Golfing goal
45 State
47 Divides
51 Vermin

52 Of Greeks
54 Field event
58 Egg-shaped
59 Eat
61 Gleamed
62 Falk, to
friends
63 Irish kings'
home
64 Unspoken
65 Coaster
66 Raced
67 Layaway
DOWN
1 Border
2 Fern
clusters
3 Sleek
4 Qualifying
5 Set free
6 Holds
7 Alleged
force
8 Resource
9 Bad gamble:
?. words
10 Continent
111nlet
12 Our: Fr.
13 Asian ruler
21 Furrow
23 Boaz' wife
25 The end
27 Scoot

THURSDAYJS
PUZZLE SOLVED

28 Essay name
29Air
30 Culvert
34 Worrier's
problem
35 Elevator
man
36 Zwieback
37 At a loss
39 Vigor
40VIP:
2words
42 House part
43 Musicians
44 Became

dull
46Spoiled
47 Axes
48 Flush
49 Make proud
50 Biblical
.peak
53 Concern
55 Comedienne
Imogene
56 Les Etats
57 Enos'
father
60 Bankroll

